
Dear Jill, 	 7/7/79 
both onjoyea your 7/3 and the report on the very morthwhile way in mhioh you stay .cc busy. 

iron your description of the steeper part of your lot I think you mould be wine at least before purchaming one of the gadgets I wrote about to rent and try vie. It appears that thetotkotest cutting you'd have is the blackberries unless the posion oak gets large. You night find that the strength of the nylon cord that whirr., around will be increased no that it won't break too often and that one linited to the nylon mould be adequate. They cost every so much less. 
Prom what I've hoard UAL; year's electric models replenish the line when it broolo—r. off with a hcao2 two on tn" 	AAA :Jr you hove only about 100 feet or less to a moth a steep drop, as jot get older you nmy find valuz in the security of haring the electric cora to hold ooto, 

I don't %now how tourh and tall your grass gets but it would sec that beiag able to get it down Worn the dry/fire oeanonlaould be a treat aosot. 
I an canna; faster than you and have become more aware of there peoho-ton, oven fire. l'oopito the hoovy ari; I've just oariTa fron early monde hark pruning dead pine branches and 	honeyoucklo 1:115. didn t smoke,snil don : wnea I'm at t2:ate 
Pm also acquiring ineoTonsive means of coping with the care the place roquiros, what others might consider indulattoce or westei I hale a riding mower and a very good hand mower. A year ago I got a light 2-oyele 	momer for very rought ground and had larger oh  eels rat on it to cut higher- and. Refer. I've been givino the mod hand mower tee rCWh a time mewing closer after I can oee better and it is heavier than a 2-cycle job, co this week ►  cot another 2-ovole one and mIll set the wheels for cutting lower, after the rowdier mewinc, on the routher ground. While I might have thought of this to save the abuse of the better and heavier hand mover my real reason was to now have le= weight and to save muelf rather than the better mower. 
You' 1_: core to thin so 'be olert to the poonibilitioo of your more d:Ifficult ter- rein. 

While I am uneasy about herbicides this year, if I can get to it, I really have little choice. You might think of them for the blackberries and the poison*  which should not require any great quantity of herbicide and present relatively little hamard to your a:  idol  if any. Ny problem has beam I've bean staying too batty to get to it and then when I can get out I not only need the =raise but there is mewing that is past its time. 4aioe later today, afteo a woos of taking and preparing for depositions proceeded by rain. 

We've begun depositions in the law: MIA case. Jim expected the first to take an hour. I told hi o immediately not to have the second agent preeent but to arrange to have him on standby. Well, after two fairly full days we are not finished oith the first and very uncomfortable tough gny and we are witottog up with the kind of tranoCript over which Dave mill spend quite a bit of tine. It is quite appropriote to all eluo in the cases, criminal and FOIL. 

It sure is fine that you can do what you do for Nospice because they need the help =a I'm oaro you are oratified to be able to provide it. There has been no moo about the ce:crtf of one here other than lil has esnt. 
Our best, 



3 July 1979 

Dear Harold and Lil: 
A tardy note to thankyou for your good letter 

of June 9. 	I've been so busy that I've only now found time to 
reply. Much of the time has been spent getting caught up with a 
lot 	tree trimming, brush cutting and weeding. 

All the poop on the whip mowers is most welcome. 
I haven't graduated to that stage yet but probably shall sooner or 
later. When I do your advice will be most useful, and I plan to 
try one out on a rental basis some time if the right type is 
available. 

Since you've seen this place only at night, I 
should explain that the lot is 75'w;de on the average and runs 
down from the road at an average 30 angle for 150 feet. The 
house sits about midway on a shelf. Above it, between the house and 
road, the hillside is well under control. When we first moved 
here in 1958 we spent two years clearing out thick patches of 
blackberry vines and pthison oak, painting the stumps with 24D and 
245T, and they've about given up and in any case are covered now 
with a thick growth of ivy which is so well established that 
when a blackberry sprout rears its head it's easily spotted and 
disposed of. 	Among the ivy there are several bay trees, some pines, 
and big, well-pruned shrubs such as cotoneaster and one firebush 
'(pyrocanthus). The cotoneaster is a relative of the apple family 
with a velvety leaf and a bright red berry which ferments in the 
winter before falling and provides an annual display of drunken 
robins and other birds which eat too many fermenting berries and 
get quite drunk. They fly off wobbling and often make ridiculous 
mistakes in judgment when landing. Anyway, the area above the house 
is well in hand. All I do is a light weeding twice a year, trim back 
ivy from the walkway edges, keep the trees pruned and the shrubs 
trimmed back, and it looks good. 

Below the house it's another matter. More trees, 
with tall grass and considerable blackberries and poison oak still 
thriving here and there. I keep some of the trees trimmed in 
order to prevent their blocking the view, but never yet have tried 
to keep the grass down (it's a fire hazard in the dry season) and 
barely keep the blackberries and noison oak from taking over everything. 
It's here that the whip mower might help. 

Glad you liked the trivet. I think I told you 
that I got the idea for them when the Hospice nurses asked me to 
frame some cork bulletin boards for them. This was with redwood, and 
I made the first few trivets with redwood bindings.. Then a cancer 
widow whom I know asked me to frame a painting canvas for her and. 
provided some superb Philippine mahogany for the job, some that her 
late husband had used in trimming the inside of their house. While I 
was about it I made her a couple of trivets from the leftover mahokany, 
and she was so pleased that she gave me her husband's entire stock 
of mahogany. Since then I've used the winter months to build up 
a supply of trivets, ripping the mahogany timbers on the table saw 
and fitting the binding to various thicknesses of cork "tiles" that 
local importers bring in from Spain. I've probably given away a 
couple of dozen, all over the country. 
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In the meantime, Hospice has been taking up more and more of 
my time, In recent weeks I've been up there nearly every working day, 
particularly since they started a training course for home care 
volunteers. Then the other day the information director, with whom 
I mostly .work, brought up the lata with the high price of gasoline 
they really should be compensating me in some way. Ey reaction was 
that they ought to know mIld do the same work gladly, without 
compensation, but that as a practical matter it would be very 
nice indeed if they could figure out some way td cover my travel 
expenses. The result was an agreement to retain my part-time 
services as a temporary employe on an hourly basis, whichg would 
enable them to avoid such hassels as social security and witholding 
deductions, insurance coverage, etc., and still pay me enough to 
cover mileage costs with perhaps a bit besides. 

The best part of it is that I now can devote myself to 
something that really interests me as unique and necessary and not 
have to worry about how much it's costing me. An extra dividend is 
that I'm assigned to the said information director, Joanne Hively, 
who is one of the most competent PIOs I've ever run into. She's 
been with Hospice of Marin from the beginning (she worked a year 
as a volunteer), knows the health care field inside out from long 
family connections (her father was a hospital administrator and her 
ex-husband still runs the emergency ward at Kaiser Hospital in San 
Francisco) and at one time edited a monthly magazine in SF. Of all 
the people at HON she's the one who coulmdn't be replaced, and 
consequently is overworked and needs help. And of all the volunteers 
I'm the one who can help her in certain ways where others lack the 
experience. In the three working days I've been undr her lash we've 
cleared away several accumulated jobs she had stacked up on her desk, 
and today she handed me one that had been mg especially bugging her, a 
draft for a rewrite of an outdated history of HON which she did a 
couple of years ago. 

This arrangement suits me very well, if only because I can 
maintain my status as a freelance (for income tax purposes) by 
reporting my modest earnings as fees for temporary assiastant and 
consultant in public relations. Which is quite true, although I 
do all sorts of thgings as needed and where I can. 

Example: No sooner had Joanne and the executive director, 
a nurse named Nary Taverna and a very savvy gal indeed, hired me than 
Bill Lamers, the madiecal director who helped found HON three years 

ago, shanghaied me to do a job for him -- editing a draft of a 
symposium on bereavement therapy which he and several other shrinks 
had assembled in three separate and isolated subcommittees. I did it 
in an hour, but Joanne and Mary were outraged. They told Bill this 
was for the National Hospice iggimmx Association (on the board of which 
Bill sits) and therefore could not be charged to HON. 	I settled 
the incipient disapte by ruling that it was just another volunteer 
job as far as I was concerned, and that it could be recorded as my 
recognition mf and tribute to Bill's eminence in his field, and, of 
course, his magnificent beard. Everyone laughed, but Bill hasn't 
dared to try it again. We run a tight ship, but it's fun and most 
rewarding. 

Your reaction to the David Lui story was just what I expected, 
and I'm glad to took the ouble to write it out and send it to Dave. 

Best to you both, 	J 	jdw 


